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    Abstract

        
            This article begins with a historical perspective of satellite usage in monitoring nuclear detonations. Current capabilities of the 24 GPS satellites in detecting the light, gamma rays, x-rays and neutrons from a nuclear explosion are described. In particular, an optical radiometer developed at Sandia National Laboratories is characterized. Operational information and calibration procedures are emphasized.
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                    SATELLITE-BASED DETECTION OF NUCLEAR DETONATIONS IN SPACE

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Taschek, R
                            

                    Detection of the detonation of nuclear bombs in space, at distances where difficulties are experienced in conventional ground-based detection, by using satellite-based detection is described. Orbital considerations and parameters are discussed. Detectors for neutrons, gamma rays, and x rays are described and their arrangement on the satellite discussed. (M.C.G.)

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Broadband radiometric measurements from GPS satellites reveal summertime Arctic Ocean Albedo decreases more rapidly than sea ice recedes

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Dreike, Philip; Kaczmarowski, Amy; Garrett, Christopher; ...  - Scientific Reports
                            

                    Abstract New measurements from the Arctic ± 40 days around the summer solstice show reflected sunlight from north of 80°N decreases 20–35%. Arctic sea ice coverage decreases 7–9% over this same time period (as reported by the NSIDC) implying Arctic sea ice albedo decreases in addition to the sea ice receding. Similar Antarctic measurements provide a baseline to which Arctic measurements are compared. The Antarctic reflected sunlight south of 80°S is up to 30% larger than the Arctic reflectance and is symmetric around the solstice implying constant Antarctic reflectivity. Arctic reflected sunlight 20 days after solstice is > 100W/m 2 less than Antarctic reflected sunlight. Formore » perspective, this is enough heat to melt > 1 mm/hour of ice. This finding should be compared with climate models and in reanalysis data sets to further quantify sea ice albedo’s role in Arctic Amplification. The measurements were made with previously unpublished pixelated radiometers on Global Positioning System satellites from 2014 to 2019. The GPS orbits give each radiometer instantaneous and continuous views of 37% of the Earth, two daily full views of the Arctic and Antarctic. Furthermore, the GPS constellation gives full-time full-Earth coverage that may provide data that complements existing limited field of view instruments that provide a less synoptic Earth view.« less
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                    Global Prompt Proton Sensor Network: Monitoring Solar Energetic Protons Based on GPS Satellite Constellation

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Chen, Yue; Morley, Steven; Carver, Matthew - Journal of Geophysical Research. Space Physics
                            

                    Energetic particle instruments on board Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites form a powerful global prompt proton sensor network (GPPSn) that provides an unprecedented opportunity to monitor and characterize solar energetic protons targeting the Earth. The medium-Earth orbits of the GPS constellation have the unique advantage of allowing solar energetic protons to be simultaneously measured from multiple points in both open- and closed-field line regions. Examining two example intervals of solar proton events, we showcase in this study how GPS proton data are prepared, calibrated, and utilized to reveal important features of solar protons, including their source, acceleration/scattering by interplanetary shocks,more » the relative position of Earth when impinged by these shocks, the shape of solar particle fronts, the access of solar protons inside the dynamic geomagnetic field, and temporally varying proton distributions in both energy and space. By comparing to Van Allen Probes data, GPS proton observations are further demonstrated not only to be useful for qualitatively monitoring the dynamics of solar protons but also for quantitative scientific research including determining cutoff L-shells. Finally, our results establish that this GPPSn can join forces with other existing solar proton monitors and contribute to observing, warning, understanding, and ultimately forecasting the incoming solar energetic proton events.« less
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                    Detection of High Altitude Nuclear Detonations Using the VLF Phase Shift Technique

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Jean, A.; Crombie, D. - IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
                            

                    High-altitude nuclear detonations can affect the ionization of the lower ionosphere through a number of mechanisms. Three of the mechanisms, in their order of occurrence and in order of increasing time of onset are: prompt effect created by the prompt x rays, gamma rays, and neutrons from the bomb; neutron- beta decay effects; and delayed debris effects from gammas or betas radiated from the debris cloud in the region of the burst. In the first two cases the ionization decays (seconds to minutes) but in the last case the effect may persist for several days. In all cases, the distributionmore » of ionization with height differs from the distribution produced by the sun, and it is a matter of some importance to relate this new distribution to changes in the effective height'' of the ionosphere. The minimum significant change in the height of the ionosphere depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal and the variations in ionospheric height that occur in the absence of nuclear explosions. Changes in the effective height'' of the ionosphere, under quiet conditions, of about 1 km are easily observed with equipment having a response time of about 1 second. In this case, and when faster response times are used, atmospheric noise sets the limit to sensitivity. When the speed of response is decreased, much smaller height changes having longer durations should be detectable, with the sensitivity being proportional to T, where T is the response time. Under these conditions, the random height changes from natural causes are the limiting factor. It is concluded then that the detection of prompt effects requires apparatus having different characteristics from those required for the observation of effects of nuclear debris, the equipment characteristic for detection of neutron- decay ionization being intermediate. (auth)« less
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                    DETECTION FROM A SATELLITE OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS IN SPACE BY MEANS OF AIR FLUORESCENCE IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Bennett, E
                            

                    The possibility of using satellite systems equipped to detect air fluorescence induced by x rays as a means of detecting nuclear tests is discussed from the point of view of signal strength, signal rise time, tackground noise, and elimination of "blind spots" in a ground based system. Two satellite systems are considered: a "near" system orbiting at an altitade of 500 KM and a "far" system at an altitade of 30,000 KM. The maximum range of detection for nuclear explosions occurring in space is found to be much less for either satellite system than for a ground based fluorescence observationmore » system. However, explosions occurring at altitudes below 500 KM with as little as 1 KT x- ray yield can be detected by either satellite system, thus making possible the elimination of blind spots in the proposed ground based system which extend to 400 KM altitade. Complete coverage of the earth's surface is provided by 4 or 5 satellites in the far system or by approximately 40 in the near system. (auth)« less
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